
 

UP-DATE              Number 8 Summer 1996 

 TWICE YEARLY NEWSLETTER OF THE BRITISH & E EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGY GROUP  
 

Welcome again to Up-Date. We hope the Summer break brings you good rest and new energy.  
 
Beginning in this issue with Georgia, we start a new B&EEPG project. Country by country we 
hope to complete information about university psychology departments in east Europe. We will 
also from time to time give information about one British psychology department that has east 
European links, beginning this time with the University College London Russian Psychology 
Research Unit (RPRU), director Richard Rawles.  
 

 
 
 
 
PLEASE HELP US TO COLLECT THIS INFORMATION ABOUT PSYCHOLOGY 
DEPARTMENTS.   
 
 
Also connected with this collection of contact information, with this issue of Up-Date we are 
distributing the B&EEPG Database: please check the Database and contact your colleagues in 
Psychology Departments in your country who are NOT LISTED and encourage them to post, 
email or fax their details to B&EEP (see page 8 below for email & postal addresses) 
 

NEXT B&EEPG MEETING: LEICESTER UNIVERSITY, 17 09 96, 11 am. 
Contact Nigel Foreman: 0116 2522169, email for@leicester.ac.uk 
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THE GEORGIAN PSYCHOLOGICAL SCHOOL: SET THEORY 

 
Professor Irakli Imadaze, Chair, Georgian Psychological Association 

Short version of Banska Bystica Conference (Complete version in Conference Proceedings) 
 

 
In the Georgian Psychological School founded by Dimitri Imadaze, important investigations in Set Theory 
(Ustanovka) have been carried out for 80 years. Set Theory, unique in east European Psychology, is a major 
psychological system seriously attempting to reveal the main regularities of life, & such systems are rare both east 
and west. Its place was special in Soviet psychology. Uznadze trained in Leipzig and was influenced by Wundt. 
Later he had to adjust to Soviet ideology. This shows in his writings. However, there is almost no Soviet 
humanitarian science that is less ideologised than Uznadze's. Viewed today, it played a historic role in its 
influence on 1950's and 1960's discussions with nearly all leading Soviet psychologists. The discussions were not 
always scientific, but often propogandist and ideological, with potentially deplorable consequences at that time.  
Set Theory was again discussed in the 1970's and 1980's, now in a strictly scientific interchange of opinions. 
Finally it was acknowledged as entirely Soviet, that is Marxist, though its linkage to Marxist ideology and factual 
basis is complex. 
 
The link seems to be in notions about psychology's starting point. Uznadze started from the assumption that 
activity & consciousness are determined by the preceding state, that is the preceding Set level of the psyche. 
Hence a psychological analysis should start with the initial, fundamental psychological mechanism. This differs 
from those radical authors who are convinced that psychological puzzles cannot be solved within the limits of 
psychology itself. Vygotsky himself directly points out the basic determinants for a psychological analysis: 
peculiarities of working activity and in particular the given in it, & the socio-economic or other cultural-historical 
situation. Different versions of Marxist psychology, eg Leon or Lucien Sav start here.  Uznadze himself 
concentrated on studying the primary psychical reality which served as mediator between the outer world and 
consciousness. 
 
I cannot state here all the principles of Set Theory, but I emphasise that being a general psychological system it is 
formulated as a unity of certain fundamental categories - personality, behaviour, consciousness and the 
unconscious. Set, according to Uznadze, is a conscious state of personal readiness that determines the 
performance of a purposeful behaviour. According to Uznadze, Set precedes an activity & is the result of 
interaction between situational, motivational & operational factors. Being a program, a readiness for a concrete 
activity, the Set can be regarded as an actual mechanism of a purposeful behaviour. However, Set is not only a 
theoretical construction based on methodological principles, but first & foremost a reality that can & must be 
studied empirically. Uznadze & followers developed methods which enabled several generations of investigators 
to discover & analyse a number of general-psychological, differential psychological and pathopsychological 
characteristics of Set and its functioning. Thus Set theory has preserved its scientific significance.  
  
Evaluations of Set theory are rather diverse. Soviet psychology includes some especially rich evaluative material, 
and there is also some east European work. Western opinions are understandably few - this is a small scientific 
school in a region on the periphery of a closed country. Unfortunately this situation is even worse today - now we 
have economic reasons for unsatisfactory communications. Nevertheless certain western opinions were formed 
about Set theory, with at least four different standpoints:   
 
1. Set theory is a major theory of behaviour. It corresponds to such views as Lewin, Tolman, Hull, Piaget, 

Bruner, Postman etc. This means Uznadze's theory is seen as one of the trends in experimental psychology 
oriented at natural sciences. This seems quite relevant, but we should remember that Set is a general theory of 
behaviour, not a model of cognitive processes as Bruner or Luchins. Uznadze's book (New York 1966) was 
evaluated thus.  

 
2. Set theory as a model of Cognitive Processes. Some reviewers expressed the opinion that it was a work about 

perceptual illusions. Uznadze's classical experiments do confirm perceptual illusions, but these effects, named 
Uznadze's effect by Piaget, acquire scientific value only as indicators of an underlying mechanics, ie Set. This 
is also confirmed by observation of similar effects in other spheres of activity - thinking, memory, motorics 
etc. 
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3. Set Theory and physiological models. In Soviet Psychology (London 1975) McLeish qualifies set Theory as a 
variety of Anokhin's version of Pavlov's teaching. This is wrong. Presumably it came directly from Anokhin, 
who identified the Action Acceptor with the Set concept.  There were several other attempts to compare Set 
Theory with various physiological models. But it is one thing to search for physiological models of Set, and 
another to regard mechanisms and Set as mutually identical. The latter is reductionism. 

 
4. Set psychology as "Soviet Freudianism" eg Graham Lawrence  (MIT).  One can understand this because the 

unconcious is central for both. There are few theoretical systems in experimental psychology where a concept 
of unconcious is as important as in Set theory. Given the complicated interrelationships between 
psychoanalysis and experimental psychology, one can understand the attempt to find an alternative to 
psychoanalysis, which Set theory may seem. This was the rationale for the 1979 Tblisi conference; the big 
methodological and conceptual differences discouraged on-going dialogue between psychoanalysts and Set 
theorists: Freud's and Uznadze's views can only be compared after linking psychoanalytic and experimental 
psychology, which is difficult. 

 
In conclusion, I must say that Psychology, like other sciences in Georgia, is having the hardest times with 
practically no conditions for quality scientific work. The lack of information and scientific contacts is the most 
frustrating. At the same time, Set theory's potential is not exhausted either for perfection of the model or for its 
practical application. The unique psychological domain of Georgia should not be destroyed because of economic 
and social adversities.  

 
 ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ  

 
 
 
DIMITRI UZNADZE INSTITUTE OF PSYCHOLOGY: GEORGIAN ACADEMY OF 
SCIENCES, 22 IASHVILI Ul., 380007 TBLISI 
 
HEAD OF INSTITUE: Prof Shota Nadirashvilu 
  
STAFF SPECIALISMS. 
Prof Shota Nadirashvilu: Set; Social Psychology 
Prof David Charkviani: Attitudes and attitude change 
Prof Irakli Imedadze: Methodology and history of psychology 
Prof Nateli Imedadze: Psycholinguistics; Education 
Prof Kvartskhava: Social psychology; Semantic differential; Set 
Prof N Sarjveladze: Psychotherapy; Personality 
Dr M Biliashvili: Personality; Social Psychology 
Dr Zurab Bigvava: Organizational & political psychology 
Dr G Changanava: Visual perception 
Dr M Chitashvili: Psychology of religion; Psychotherapy 
Dr M Gabashvili: Neuropsychology; Aphasias 
Dr M Gomelauri: Social expectations; Phenomenology of values 
Dr A Grigolava: Psychosomatics; Psychotherapy 
Dr G Magradze: Social dominance 
Dr Z Mkheidze: Conflicts; Attitude change 
Dr G Nizhardze: Laboratory for psychology of culture; Cross-cultural psychology 
Dr N Sumbadze: Social psychology; Family psychology; Cross-cultural psychology 
Dr B Taguri: Decision making; Conflicts 
Dr G Kipiani: Humanistic psychology 
 
Email Professor Nadirashvili to discuss professional and research contacts, journal exchanges, and 
correspondence with Georgian psychologists: PR-Tblisi@IBERIAc.ge 
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BRITISH & EAST EUROPEAN PSYCHOLOGY GROUP: CHANGES 
CHAIR:   
 
Nigel Foreman, University of Leicester Psychology Department, who initiated B&EEPG and has been 
Chair since its inception, is resigning due to work overload.  
 
In his time as Chair, Nigel has seen B&EEPG grow from nothing to a thriving group with 
representatives all over East Europe and the UK. Setting up B&EEPG and chairing it for five years has 
involved much work, not least organising, with Hilary Gray, the very successful 1995 Banska Bystrica 
International Conference.   
 
Nigel continues to have research links in eastern Europe, particularly in collaboration on virtual reality 
research. He continues to coordinate the Nuffield Scholarship scheme for visiting psychologists. He is 
currently editing and writing various articles on eastern European psychology, particularly Russian 
psychology. He will act as B&EEPG regional representative for the Moscow region of Russia.  
 
 
NEW CHAIR: RICHARD RAWLES:  
 
Richard is senior lecturer in psychology at University College London and head of RPRU (Russian 
Psychology Research Unit). RPRU is engaged in reviewing psychology produced during the Soviet 
period, and in surveying post-soviet developments in psychology. Past projects include English 
renderings of Russian papers on memory and neuropsychology. Richard is currently translating the 
Proceedings of the 80th anniversary commemorative history (Psihologicheskij Institut na mokhovoj: 
istoricheskij ocherk) of the Institute of General and Pedagogical Psychology, Moscow. Also Rawles 
(1996) in Koltova et al: Post-Soviet perspectives on Russian Psychology (Greenwood Press) is a 
preliminary analysis of psychology during Perestroika. 
 
RPRU's reference resources contain most books on Russian psychology that exist in English, and some 
in Russian, also runs of Vyprosy Psikhologii (Psychological Issues). RPRU has 3 staff members: 
Richard, Nadege Renaud, (translator from Russian & three major west European languages), and Roger 
Bunce, translator and technical assistant. Michael Hames is writing his doctoral thesis on the evolution 
of Luriya's theories and the influence of the historical context.  
 
RPRU participated in the 1992 and 1993 History of Psychology Conferences near Moscow. RPRU also 
has good contacts and exchanges with many Russian groups, including the Institute of Psychology in 
Moscow whose Director, Academician Andrej Brushlinsky visited the UK in 1995 to deliver his paper 
on Russian psychology to the BPS History of Psychology Section Conference. RPRU also have good 
contacts with V V Rubtsov, Director of the Russian Academy of Pedagogical Sciences Institute of 
Psychology and with Inna Ravich-Scherbo and co-workers. 
 

ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ  ψ 
 
 

 
The present Chair (Nigel Foreman) & Chair elect (Richard Rawles) of B&EEPG have been added 
to the Editorial Board of the RAS Inst Psychology based journal: Innostraniya Psychologiya 
(Foreign Psychology). 
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BOOK NEWS: 
 
BRITISH PSYCHOLOGICAL SOCIETY: FIRST OF A SERIES OF BPS BOOKS TO BE 
TRANSLATED TO RUSSIAN 
 
Managing Stress, Coping with Crisis & living with your Pain: D Fontana, G Parry, A Broome & H 
Jellicoe (1995) 
 
 
MOSCOW, PEDAGOGICA PRESS: 
 
TWO PUBLICATIONS IN RUSSIAN FROM THE RYAZAN INSTITUTE OF LAW AND 
ECONOMICS:  
 
Foundations of Social Psychological Theory: Students and Pedagogues. Moscow, International 
Pedagogical Academy 1995. 421 pp 
Wide ranging theoretical overview of Social Psychology with particular orientation to penology / 
criminology / forensic criminology. 
 
A N Suhov: Criminogenic Communication among Convicts. 
Handbook for institutes of the Ministry of Internal Affairs. Ryazan 1995. Intended for classes in forensic 
& prison psychology; suggests management of criminogenic prisoner communications. 
 
Russian editions of Ryazan books available form M Shevelev email: ops@mvd.ryazan.su 
Authors are considering English language translation 
 
 

 
B&EEPG MEMBERS' DATABASE: Edition 3 
 
Many thanks to Danuta Orlowska for many hours arranging B&EEPG's membership database. 
Many of you know from recent email messages that she has been carefully checking contact details etc, 
so that the database is as accurate as possible. 
 
Danuta now hands over her membership Secretary task to Steve Jones. Steve is specialist in 
Personal Information Management and runs a Research Unit in Personal Information Management at the 
University of the West of England. 
 
Please keep Steve informed of any changes in your contact details - his email address is 
sr-jones@uwe.ac.uk 
 
 
 
 

FUNDING: NATO / ROYAL SOCIETY 
Post-doctoral fellowships / Cooperating Partner Countries: Central &E Europe 

Nationals, usually under 40 years old, of former Warsaw pact countries can apply. 
"Scientific aspects of Psychology" qualifies. 

Pays living costs & travel. Closing dates 15/4 & 15/9 each year. 
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VISITS BY MEMBERS:  
 
Donald Ridley, U Hertfordshire, was in Tver, Russia, in May arranging cross cultural research in 
organisational psychology with Tatiana Emelyanova, who will be in U Hertfordshire in July. 
 
Professor Butarina, child psychologist at Chelyabinsk, Central Russia, was in Leicester University 
Psychiatry Department in May. The Leicester Department is helping establish a Child Development 
Centre in Chelyabinsk. 
 
Also in May, Gala Vilenskaya, Russian Academy of Sciences, Inst Psychology, was in London, 
Cambridge, Leicester & Derbyshire  
 
Robin Goodwin, U Bristol, was in Budapest meeting with Lananh Nguyen Lu and Eva Kosa. In July 
Robin will be in Tver collaborating with Tatiana Emelyanova. 
 
In May & June, Steve Jones attended the Man / Environment Conference at Academia Istropolitana, 
Bratislava, where he was invited by Dusana Podlucka. He also attended the Edutech Conference in 
Charles University, Prague.  
 
FORTHCOMING VISITS:  
 
Tatyana Ushakova also from the RAS Inst of Psychology, will be in University College London and 
in Leicester University this Summer. Professor Ushakova is chief editor of the prestigious RAS Inst 
Psychology based journal: Innostraniya Psychologiya (Foreign Psychology). Contact via Nigel Foreman: 
for@leiecester.ac.uk 
 
Vladimir Smekal of Brno, CR visit the UK in July & August to meet Michael Youngman and other 
Nottingham University collaborators in the program to monitor Czech education reforms. Contact via 
Hilarygray@aol.com 
 
Teresa Hradlikova from Prague, who works with visually impaired children, will be in Leicester in 
September. Contact via for@leicester.ac.uk 
 
George Berguno, will be in St Petersburg in July, starting joint research. Contact via B&EEPG 
database. 
 
 
 
ANOTHER ORGANISATION:          ESPRIE:  
EUROPEAN SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGISTS FOR RESEARCH, INNOVATION & EXCHANGE 
 
Esprie aims to build contacts, and develop exchanges of persons and ideas across Europe.  
• Some  useful cross country projects are on-going, for example specialist pedagogical dictionaries.  
• Like B&EEPG, ESPRIE runs a database of members, a newsletter and meetings. 
• Members in France, Germany, Greece, the Irish Republic, and the UK. 
• East European school psychologists would be very welcome to join. 
 
Contact: Greta.Sykes@Camden.gov.uk  
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CONFERENCES: 
 
MOSCOW BILINGUAL EDUCATION AND DEAF CHILDREN 
SUE GREGORY WRITES: 
This international conference was sponsored by the World Association of the Deaf and the Moscow 
Deaf Club. There were 150 participants from more than 15 countries, half from the CIS, including 2 
delegates from Chechenya. Conference languages were English, Russian, with interpretation into 6 
different sign languages - of the UK (BSL), Estonia, Finland, Italy, Sweden & Russia (RSL). Sue herself 
gave a keynote lecture. 
 
Both topic and logistics made it remarkable that the conference should take place in Moscow, with 
unreliable post, no email, a complex and changing visa system & minimal finding. As well as 
administration, the organisers brought in & prepared lunch each day to minimise costs. Even the fax 
machine was temperamental, but Sue vouches for its importance - it was in her bedroom & festooned the 
bed with messages every night! 
 
ST PETERSBURG: SPECIAL EDUCATION IN DEVELOPMENT (Spetsialnoi Obrazovaniye v' 
Ratviti) NIGEL FOREMAN WRITES:  
This conference at Herzen Pedagogical University, St Petersburg, 1 - 4 April 1996, with contributions 
from the USA, Holland, Sweden, Russia and the UK was concerned with the integration of special needs 
pupils into mainstream schools. The conference book is Van Rijswik, Foreman & Shipitsina (Eds): 
Special Education on the Move. Amsterdam: Pedagogical Institute. 
 
SOCIAL WORK IN THE HEALTH SERVICE: Hradiste Kralova (CR) May 1995. 
ALICE SLUCKIN WRITES: 
This conference highlighted new problems following political changes: 1. Conflict between government 
departments about responsibility for special needs provision & equipment; 2. Children of non-
nationalised foreigners, eg Slovak & Roma children have no welfare rights; 3. New adoption laws are 
felt to place too much weight on parents' rights: the needs of the child are not primary. 
 
FUTURE CONFERENCE:  
CHILD SEXUAL AND SOCIAL VIOLENCE: Prague 5 - 7 September. At the Police Academy. 
Contact Prof Jerzy Dunovsky: Tel/Fax ++42 2 425447 
 
 
 
NUFFIELD SCHOLARSHIP SCHEME 
 
For psychologists in any country of east Europe, concerned with the application of psychology to 
special needs education, disability, who want to make a 2-4 week visit to Britain. The ideal scholar 
would be proficient in English, and would have a clear of the ways in which they would 
disseminate information in Eastern Europe or in the UK as a result of their visit. If you would like to 
propose someone for 1997-8 or 1998-9, or to suggest an address to which the application form 
should be sent, phone 0116 2522169. Applications should be aware that the scheme is competitive.  
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B&EEPG MEETING: UNIVERSITY COLLEGE LONDON: 2 5 96 
 
Richard Rawles provided pleasant surroundings, food and wine - for this meeting the wine was from 
Bulgaria.  
Nigel Foreman welcomed to 30 members and gave news that he will coordinate a special edition of 
Innostraniya Psychologiya (Foreign Psychology). Also The Psychologist (monthly BPS Bulletin) will 
carry articles about Russian Psychology. The Nuffield Foundation has agreed money for East European 
visiting psychologists for 1996-7. 
 
BUSINESS MEETING. 
1. Minutes of last meeting were circulated with Up-Date Summer 1995.  
2. Treasurer's Report: Frank Carter reported that the Group is out of debt (accounts 

available for inspection). 
3. Banska Bystrica conference Proceedings: Psychology in a Changing Europe. Nicky Hayes 

has made Desk Top publishing facilities available, & Hilary Gray is completing the editing.   
 
Unfortunately the proceedings are too big and too broad for a commercial publisher to consider the 
Proceedings. The arrangement is that B&EEPG will publish them under an ISBN which will apply to the 
collection, copyright for individual papers remaining with the respective authors.  
 
The desk top version will be sent free to all EE Psychology departments that were represented at Banska 
Bystrica. 
 
Psychology in a Changing Europe will be available for sale (£7 / copy inc postage) - contact B&EEPG 
secretary. 
 
B&EEPG OFFICERS 1996-7: 
Chair: Richard Rawles, Psychology Dept, University College, Gower Street, London WC1E 6BT 
r.rawles@ucl.ac.uk 
Treasurer: Frank Carter: 45 Limetree Avenue, Retford DN22 7BB 
Membership secretary: Stephen Jones: Centre for Personal Information Management, Dept Maths, 
U West of England, Bristol, BS16 1QY +117 (0)965 6261; sr-jones@csm.uwe.ac.uk 
Secretary: Hilary Gray, 4 Devonshire Terrace, Matlock Bath DE4 4PA +1629 (0)55345 
Email list manager: John Pickering: j.pickering@warwick.ac.uk 
 
COUNTRY REPRESENTATIVES 
W Russia: Nigel Foreman, U Leicester LE1 7RH +44 (0)116 2522169 for@leicester.ac.uk 
Moscow & E Russia: Richard Rawles (address above) 
Poland: Danuta Orlowska, University of Kent at Canterbury, CT2 7LZ +44(0)1227 764000 
D.orlawska@ukc.ac.uk 
Georgia: Robin Goodwin: Bristol University, Bristol BS8 1TN +44 (0)117 928 8450; 
r.goodwin@bristol.ac.uk 
Romania: Frank Carter (address above)  
Czech Republic: Trevor Holme: Collegiate House, College St Leicester +44 (0)116 2555051 
Slovakia: Hilary Gray: hilarygray@aol.com 
Belarus / Ukraine: A H Wallymahmed, School of Health, John Moores University, L2 2ER 
Hungary: L Nguyen, Eotvos Lorand University, POB4 Budapest H1378. Fx: +36 (0)1 1423 109 
 

 
Up-Date is collated by Hilary Gray: hilarygray@aol.com 


